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Abstract

We investigate two QBF resolution systems that use extension
variables: weak extended Q-resolution, where the extension
variables are quantified at the innermost level, and extended
Q-resolution, where the extension variables can be placed in-
side the quantifier prefix. These systems have been consid-
ered previously by (Jussila et al. 2007), who give experimen-
tal evidence that extended Q-resolution is stronger than weak
extended Q-resolution.
Here we prove an exponential separation between the two
systems, thereby confirming the conjecture of (Jussila et al.
2007). Conceptually, this separation relies on showing strat-
egy extraction for weak extended Q-resolution by bounded-
depth circuits. In contrast, we show that this strong strategy
extraction result fails in extended Q-resolution.

Introduction
Using extension variables to abbreviate possibly complex
formulas is a well known and powerful concept in proof
complexity and solving. In Tseitin transformations, exten-
sion variables are used to encode arbitrary propositional for-
mulas in CNF. More generally, allowing the extension rule
in proofs is known to shorten proof size drastically for many
examples. This makes extension variables also very inter-
esting in the context of solving, and indeed modern proof
checking formats such as RAT for SAT-solvers (Heule, Jr.,
and Wetzler 2013) and QRAT for QBF solvers (Heule, Seidl,
and Biere 2014) incorporate the use of extension variables.

When augmenting the classical resolution system with the
extension rule, allowing to introduce a new variable v to ab-
breviate a disjunction ¬x∨¬y, we arrive at extended resolu-
tion (Tseitin 1968), cf. also (Kullmann 1999). Although res-
olution itself is considered a weak proof systems with many
lower bounds known (cf. Segerlind 2007), extended resolu-
tion is an extremely powerful system. Extended resolution
is equivalent to extended Frege systems (Cook and Reck-
how 1979) (Krajı́ček and Pudlák 1989), one of the strongest
proof systems considered today. Showing any non-trivial
lower bounds for extended Frege constitutes an extremely
challenging problem with even hard candidate formulas cur-
rently lacking.
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In QBF solving and proof complexity, using extension
variables was first considered by Jussila et al. (2007), where
they augment Q-resolution, a QBF analogue of resolution
(Kleine Büning, Karpinski, and Flögel 1995), to an ex-
tended Q-resolution system. In comparison to the proposi-
tional case, extension variables in QBF present one addi-
tional challenge. We cite the relevant passage from (Jussila
et al. 2007):

“In adapting the extension rule to the QBF setting, the
crucial question is where to ‘put’ new variables, e.g., how
defined variables are ordered with respect to variables that
already occur in the formula. It seems intuitive that new
variables can only be existential. It is also clear that they
cannot be moved further out than the innermost variable on
which they depend. In the experimental section we show that
we actually need this freedom to move defined variables as
far out as possible. Keeping them in the innermost existential
scope, as for instance in the Tseitin encoding of a non-CNF
QBF formula, is insufficient.”

The main contribution of this work is to underline this
experimental observation with a rigorous theoretical argu-
ment. For this we consider two systems: weak extended Q-
resolution, where extension variables are quantified at the
innermost level, and extended Q-resolution, where exten-
sion variables are quantified immediately after the innermost
variable on which they depend.

Our main result is an exponential separation between
these two versions. We show that QPARITY formulas re-
cently introduced in (Beyersdorff, Chew, and Janota 2015)
have short proofs in extended Q-resolution, but require
exponential-size proofs in weak extended Q-resolution.

The lower bound uses the strategy extraction technique,
recently introduced for Q-resolution in (Beyersdorff, Chew,
and Janota 2015) and further developed for stronger systems
in (Beyersdorff, Bonacina, and Chew 2015). Here we show
that weak extended Q-resolution admits strategy extraction
in AC0, i.e., from each refutation of a false QBF we can ex-
tract a winning strategy for the universal player that can be
computed by constant-depth circuits. This allows to transfer
Håstad’s circuit lower bound for parity (Håstad 1987) to a
proof size lower bound for the QPARITY formulas in weak
extended Q-resolution.



Preliminaries
We recall some definitions on QBFs and proof systems.

Quantified Boolean formulas. A (closed prenex) quan-
tified Boolean formula (QBF) is a formula in quantified
propositional logic where each variable is quantified at the
beginning of the formula, using either an existential or uni-
versal quantifier. We denote such formulas as Q .φ, where
φ is a propositional Boolean formula in conjunctive normal
form (CNF), called matrix, and Q is its quantifier prefix.
The quantification level lv(y) of a variable y in Q .φ is the
number of alternations of quantifiers y has on its left in the
quantifier prefix of Q .φ. Given a variable y, we will some-
times refer to the variables with quantification level lower
than lv(y) as variables left of y; analogously the variables
with quantification lever higher than lv(y) will be right of y.

Often it is useful to think of a QBFQ1X1 . . .QkXk. φ as
a game between the universal and the existential player. In
the i-th step of the game, the player Qi assigns values to all
the variablesXi. The existential player wins the game iff the
matrix φ evaluates to 1 under the assignment constructed in
the game. The universal player wins iff the matrix φ evalu-
ates to 0. Given a universal variable uwith index i, a strategy
for u is a function from all variables of index < i to {0, 1}.
A QBF is false iff there exists a winning strategy for the uni-
versal player, i.e. if the universal player has a strategy for
all universal variables that wins any possible game (Goul-
tiaeva, Van Gelder, and Bacchus 2011)(Arora and Barak
2009, Sec. 4.2.2)(Papadimitriou 1994, Chap. 19).

Classical resolution. Resolution, introduced by Blake
(1937) and Robinson (1965), is a refutational proof system
manipulating unsatisfiable CNFs as sets of clauses. The only

inference rule is C ∨ x D ∨ ¬x
C ∪D where C,D denote

clauses and x is a variable. A resolution refutation derives
the empty clause �.

QBF resolution calculi. Q-resolution by Kleine Büning,
Karpinski, and Flögel (1995) is a resolution-like calculus
that operates on QBFs in prenex form where the matrix is a
CNF. It uses the propositional resolution rule above with the
side conditions that variable x is existential and if z ∈ C,
then ¬z /∈ D. We do this to prevent tautological clauses,
which we also forbid from being introduced in the proof
system via axiom. In addition Q-resolution has a universal
reduction rule

C ∨ u
C

C ∨ ¬u (∀-Red)
C

where variable u is universal and all other existential vari-
ables x ∈ C are left of u in the quantifier prefix.

Q-resolution is not the only QBF resolution system; for
further calculi cf. e.g. (Beyersdorff, Chew, and Janota 2014).

Two versions of extended Q-resolution
Extended resolution for propositional resolution (Tseitin
1968), enables adding clauses expressing the equality v ⇔
(¬x ∨ ¬y), for a fresh variable v. We follow this idea in
the context of Q-resolution. Here, we need to decide the po-
sition of the fresh variable in the prefix. Two versions are
considered. A weak one a general one.

(¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬v), (x ∨ v), (y ∨ v)

where:
v is a fresh variable,
v is inserted into prefix as existentially quantified,
weak extension: v is inserted at the end of the prefix
general extension: v is inserted after x and y in the prefix

Figure 1: Two versions of extension rule

Figure 1 defines the two forms of the extension rule,
which gives us two flavors of extended Q-resolution.
Definition 1. Weak extended Q-resolution is the calculus of
Q-resolution enhanced with the extension rule in its weak
form.
Definition 2. Extended Q-resolution is the calculus of Q-
resolution enhanced with the extension rule in its general
form.

The QPARITY formulas
We recall the QPARITY formulas from (Beyersdorff, Chew,
and Janota 2015). Let xor(o1, o2, o) be the set of clauses
{¬o1∨¬o2∨¬o, o1∨o2∨¬o, ¬o1∨o2∨o, o1∨¬o2∨o},
which defines o to be equal to o1⊕ o2. Define QPARITYn as

∃x1, . . . , xn ∀z ∃t2, . . . , tn.

xor(x1, x2, t2) ∪
N⋃
i=3

xor(ti−1, xi, ti) ∪ {z ∨ tn,¬z ∨ ¬tn}.

The auxiliary variables ti express the prefix sums x1 ⊕
· · ·⊕xi, and hence tn computes the parity x1⊕· · ·⊕xn of the
x variables. Therefore, the formulas express that there exists
an assignment to the x variables such that x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xn is
neither 0 nor 1, an obvious contradiction. The crucial feature
of QPARITYn is that the only strategy of the universal player
to win on this formula is to play z = x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xn, i.e., the
strategy has to compute parity.

In (Beyersdorff, Chew, and Janota 2015) the QPARITY
formulas are shown to require exponential-size Q-Res refu-
tations. Here we will show that they in fact provide an ex-
ponential separation of weak extended Q-resolution and ex-
tended Q-resolution.

Short proofs for QPARITY in extended
Q-resolution

We show that QPARITY is easy for extended Q-resolution.
Theorem 3. The formulas QPARITYn have linear-size
proofs in extended Q-resolution.

Proof. We define extension variable s2 = (x1 ∨x2)∧ (x̄1 ∨
x̄2). In clausal form this introduces the following clauses:

s2 ∨ x̄1 ∨ x2 s2 ∨ x1 ∨ x̄2 s̄2 ∨ x1 ∨ x2 s̄2 ∨ x̄1 ∨ x̄2

Note that in our definition of extension variables we only
allow extension variables defined as a conjunction of two lit-
erals. Here and later in this proof, we will ignore the strict-
ness of the requirement. Notice that, if we were more strict,



s2 can be defined as s2 = ¬a∧¬bwhere a = ¬x1∧¬x2 and
b = x1 ∧ x2. The above clauses can be derived easily from
the extension rules and the extension variables a, b literals
can be cut out.

For 2 < i ≤ n, We define extension variables si = si−1⊕
xi = (si−1 ∨ xi) ∧ (s̄i−1 ∨ x̄i).

In clausal form this introduces the following clauses:

si∨ x̄i∨si−1 si∨xi∨ s̄i−1 s̄i∨xi∨si−1 s̄i∨ x̄i∨ s̄i−1

The main part of this short proof is to show we can easily
substitute si for ti. We will show this by induction on i. The
shortness comes from the fact that sn literals are left of z.
This allows us to reduce z literals ‘early’ and get a contra-
diction.

Induction Claim: Clauses si ∨ t̄i and ti ∨ s̄i (that show
si = ti) are provable in O(i) size proofs.

Base Case: Let i = 2,

s2 ∨ x̄1 ∨ x2 t̄2 ∨ x̄1 ∨ x̄2

s2 ∨ t̄2 ∨ x̄1

s2 ∨ x1 ∨ x̄2 t̄2 ∨ x1 ∨ x2

s2 ∨ t̄2 ∨ x1

s2 ∨ t̄2

t2 ∨ x̄1 ∨ x2 s̄2 ∨ x̄1 ∨ x̄2

t2 ∨ s̄2 ∨ x̄1

s2 ∨ x1 ∨ x̄2 t̄2 ∨ x1 ∨ x2

s2 ∨ t̄2 ∨ x1

s2 ∨ t̄2

Inductive Step: we assume from induction hypothesis
that we have for some i ≤ n, si−1 ∨ t̄i−1 and ti−1 ∨ s̄i−1

Firstly we use the clauses that express si−1 = ti−1 to
substitute si−1 for ti−1 .

t̄i ∨ x̄i ∨ t̄i−1 ti−1 ∨ s̄i−1 ti ∨ xi ∨ t̄i−1

t̄i ∨ x̄i ∨ s̄i−1 ti ∨ xi ∨ s̄i−1

t̄i ∨ xi ∨ ti−1 si−1 ∨ t̄i−1 ti ∨ x̄i ∨ ti−1

t̄i ∨ xi ∨ si−1 ti ∨ x̄i ∨ si−1

We can use that the clauses that define si and ti are iden-
tical to derive si = ti.

si∨x̄i∨si−1 t̄i∨x̄1∨s̄i−1

ti∨s̄i−1∨x̄i

si∨xi∨s̄i−1 t̄i∨xi∨si−1

s2∨t̄2∨x1

si∨t̄i
ti∨x̄i∨si−1 s̄i∨x̄i∨s̄i−1

ti∨s̄i∨x̄i

ti∨xi∨s̄i−1 s̄i∨x1∨si−1

ti∨s̄i∨xi

ti∨s̄i
Since we only add a constant number of clauses, the in-

duction argument allows us to keep aO(i) size proof up until
sn ∨ t̄n and tn ∨ s̄n.

sn ∨ t̄n z ∨ tn
sn ∨ z

tn ∨ s̄n z̄ ∨ t̄n
s̄n ∨ z̄n

Because sn is defined only on xi variables and so univer-
sal reduction is available

sn ∨ z
sn

s̄n ∨ z̄n
s̄n

⊥
This completes the short refutation in extended Q-

resolution.

Strategy extraction and hardness of QPARITY
in weak extended Q-resolution

We now complement the upper bound from the previous
section with a lower bound for the same formulas in weak
extended Q-resolution. The lower bound argument rests
on strategy extraction, which is a widely used paradigm
in QBF solving and proof systems. Strategy extraction as
a lower bound technique was introduced in (Beyersdorff,
Chew, and Janota 2015) and further developed in (Beyers-
dorff, Bonacina, and Chew 2015).

The idea is to show that from refutations of false formulas
it is possible to efficiently extract winning strategies for the
universal player. For Q-resolution it is known (Balabanov
and Jiang 2012) that strategies can be extracted in a very
simple model, namely decision lists.

Definition 4 ((Rivest 1987)). A decision list is a finite se-
quence of pairs (ti, ci) where ti is a term and ci ∈ {0, 1} is
a Boolean constant. Additionally, the last term is the empty
term, semantically equivalent to true. For an assignment µ,
a decision list D = (t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn) evaluates to ci if
i is the least index such that µ |= ti. We say that (ti, ci)
triggers under µ if this condition is satisfied.

We remark that it is easy to transform decision lists into
bounded-depth Boolean circuits.

Lemma 5 ((Beyersdorff, Chew, and Janota 2015)). If the
function f can be represented as a polynomial-size decision
list D, then f can be computed by polynomial-size circuits
of depth 3.

Proof. Let S = {i | (ti, 1) ∈ D} be the indices of all
pairs in D with 1 as the second component. Observe that
f evaluates to 1 under µ iff one of the ti with i ∈ S trig-
gers under µ. For each ti with i ∈ S construct a function
fi = ti ∧

∧i−1
l=1 ¬tl. Construct a circuit for the function

fS =
∨

i∈S fi. The function fS is equal to fD and can be
computed in depth 3 as all ti are just terms.

Balabanov and Jiang (2012) showed that Q-resolution al-
lows strategy extraction in decision lists. Here we show that
the same remains true in weak extended Q-resolution. In
comparison to (Balabanov and Jiang 2012) we provide a
simplified proof.

Theorem 6. Given a refutation π of QBF φ in weak ex-
tended Q-resolution, there exists a winning strategy for the
universal player for φ such that for each universal vari-
able u of φ the winning strategy can be represented as a
Boolean function fu that is expressible as a decision list
whose size is polynomial in |π|.

Proof. We first review the proof of the strategy extraction
theorem for Q-resolution and then explain at the end how it
applies to weak extended Q-resolution.

Let π = (L1, . . . , L`) be a resolution refutation of the
false QBF Q .φ and let

πi =

{
∅ if i = `,

(Li+1, . . . , L`) otherwise.



We show, by downward induction on i, that from πi it is
possible to construct in linear time (w.r.t. |πi|) a winning
strategy σi for the universal player for the QBF formula
Q .φi, where

φi =

{
φ if i = 0,

φ ∧ L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li otherwise,

such that for each universal variable u inQ .φ, there exists a
decision list Di

u computing σi
u as a function of the variables

in Q left of u, having size O(|πi|).
The statement of the theorem corresponds to the case

when i = 0. The base case of the induction is for i = `.
In this case σ` is trivial since φ` contains the line L` = ⊥,
and we can define all the D`

u as u← 0.
We show now how to construct σi−1

u and Di−1
u from σi

u
and Di

u:

• If Li is derived by resolution, then for each universal vari-
able u we set σi−1

u = σi
u and Di−1

u = Di
u.

• Suppose Li is the result of an application of a ∀red rule on
clause Lj , that is Lj = Li ∨ uc with c ∈ {0, 1}, where u
is the rightmost variable in Lj , and u0 stands for ¬u and
u1 for u. Let ~xu′ denote the variables on the left of u′ in
the quantifier prefix of Q .φ. Then we define

σi−1
u′ (~xu′) =


σi
u′(~xu′) if u′ 6= u,

1− c if u′ = u and Li(~xu) = 0,

σi
u(~xu) if u′ = u and Li(~xu) = 1.

Moreover for each u′ 6= u we set Di−1
u′ = Di

u′ and we set
Di−1

u as follows:

if ¬Li(~xu) then u← 1− c;
else Du

i (~xu).

We now check that for each u′, σi−1
u′ respects all the proper-

ties of the inductive claim.
It is clear that σi−1

u′ and Di−1
u′ are well defined and con-

structed in linear time w.r.t. |πi−1|. Also, by construction
Di−1

u′ computes σi−1
u′ .

To verify that σi−1 is a winning strategy for Q .φi−1 we
fix an assignment ρ to the existential variables of φ. Let τi
be the complete assignment to existential and universal vari-
ables, constructed in response to ρ under the strategy σi. By
induction hypothesis τi falsifies φi. We need to show that
τi−1 falsifies φi−1. To show this we distinguish again two
cases.

If Li is derived by the resolution rule, then σi−1 = σi

and τi−1 = τi. Hence by induction hypothesis, τi falsifies a
conjunct from φi. To argue that τi−1 also falsifies a conjunct
from φi−1 we only need to look at the case when the falsified
conjunct is Li. As Li is false under τi and Li is derived by
resolution, by soundness of the resolution rule one of the
parent formulas of Li in the application of the resolution
rule must be falsified as well. Hence τi−1 falsifies φi−1.

Let now Li be derived by ∀red from Lj = Li ∨ uc for
some j < i. In this case, our strategy σi−1 changes the as-
signment τi only when τi made the universal player win by

falsifying Li. As we set u to 1− c, the modified assignment
τi−1 falsifiesLj . Otherwise, if τi does not falsifyLi we keep
τi−1 = τi and hence falsify one of the conjuncts of φi−1 by
induction hypothesis.

Let us now explain how the above applies to weak ex-
tended Q-resolution. Consider a refutation π of a QBF
Q~x .φ(~x) in weak extended Q-resolution. We can view π as
a Q-resolution refutation of the QBFQ~x∃~y .φ(~x) ∧ ψ(~x, ~y),
where suitable extension variables ~y together with their def-
initions ψ(~x, ~y) have been added.

We apply the argument above to construct decision lists
computing a winning strategy for Q~x∃~y .φ(~x) ∧ ψ(~x, ~y).
By definition of the ∀red rule, no ~y variables are present
in ∀red steps in π. Hence the decision list will also not use
any of the extension variables and therefore in fact compute
a winning strategy for the original formula Q~x .φ(~x).

This result enables us to show lower bounds for formu-
las that require hard strategies. An example of such formu-
las are the QPARITY formulas. As observed earlier, the only
winning strategy of the universal player on the QPARITY
formulas is to actually compute the PARITY function. How-
ever, PARITY is the classic example of a function hard for
bounded-depth circuits (and hence by Lemma 5 for decision
lists).

Theorem 7 (Furst, Saxe, Sipser (1984), Håstad (1987)). Ev-
ery non-uniform family of bounded-depth circuits computing
PARITY is of exponential size.

Using strategy extraction we can now immediately trans-
fer this circuit lower bound to an exponential lower bound
in weak extended Q-resolution.

Theorem 8. Any refutation of QPARITYn in weak extended
Q-resolution is of exponential size.

Proof. The unique winning strategy for the variable z in
QPARITYn is to compute x1⊕· · ·⊕xn. By Theorem 6, there
is a polynomial-time algorithm for constructing a decision
list Dn from any refutation of QPARITYn in weak extended
Q-resolution. Such decision list can be converted in poly-
nomial time into a depth-3 circuit by Lemma 5. Hence, the
refutation must be of exponential size due to Theorem 7.

Theorem 8 together with the upper bound from the previ-
ous section imply the following exponential separation.

Corollary 9. Weak extended Q-resolution does not simulate
extended Q-resolution.

This also has consequences for strategy extraction in ex-
tended Q-resolution.

Theorem 10. Extended Q-resolution has strategy extraction
in P, but does not admit strategy extraction in AC0.

Proof. Inspecting the proof of Theorem 6 it is clear that ex-
tended Q-resolution still has strategy extraction in polyno-
mial time, and in fact for the original formula not involv-
ing extension variables: for this it suffices to perform the
construction of the decision lists as in Theorem 6 and then
replace extension variables by their definition. To keep the



size polynomial, this requires reusing definitions of exten-
sions variables and hence instead of formulas will lead to
polynomial-size circuits. However, the substitutions will in-
crease the depth and not result in AC0 circuits.

To argue that extended Q-resolution does not admit AC0

strategy extraction we use again the QPARITY formulas,
which have short proofs in extended Q-resolution by The-
orem 3, but require exponential-size strategies by Theo-
rem 7.
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